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Controlling the interactions between cells and viruses is critical for treating infected patients, preventing

viral infections, and improving virus-based therapeutics. Chemical methods using small molecules and

biological methods using proteins and nucleic acids are employed for achieving this control, albeit with

limitations. We found, for the first time, that retroviral DNA integration patterns in the human genome, the

result of complicated interactions between cells and viruses, can be engineered by adapting cells to the

defined nanotopography of silica bead monolayers. Compared with cells on a flat glass surface, cells on

beads with the highest curvature harbored retroviral DNAs at genomic sites near transcriptional start sites

and CpG islands during infections at more than 50% higher frequencies. Furthermore, cells on the same

type of bead layers contained retroviral DNAs in the genomic regions near cis-regulatory elements at fre-

quencies that were 2.6-fold higher than that of cells on flat glass surfaces. Systems-level genetic network

analysis showed that for cells on nanobeads with the highest curvature, the genes that would be affected

by cis-regulatory elements near the retroviral integration sites perform biological functions related to

chromatin structure and antiviral activities. Our unexpected observations suggest that novel engineering

approaches based on materials with specific nanotopography can improve control over viral events.

Introduction

Cells in an animal body react to various external cues from the
environment, which may be physical, chemical, biological, or a
combination thereof at the molecular level.1–4 Multiple types
of cues are often concurrently transferred to target cells in the
context of cellular interactions with substrates, neighboring
cells, moving immune cells, and even invading foreign

biological entities. Before completely understanding the
mechanisms involved in these complicated interactions,
proactive engineering of a single cue may prompt cells
respond to other concurrent cues in ways desired for bio-
medical applications.

The physical properties of engineered nanomaterials render
them suitable candidates as environmental cues for control-
ling the overall cellular responses to external biological stimu-
lants. Their dimension, from a few to hundreds of nano-
meters, coincides with the sizes of proteins and molecular
domain structures, such as lipid rafts5 on the cell surface,
which favors the development of effective interactions with
cells. In addition, the morphological and biochemical beha-
viors of cells, although partially determined by their genetic
programs, are also strongly affected by the matrix onto which
cells are grown.6 This supporting matrix can be easily con-
structed to possess pre-designed structures in terms of dimen-
sions of cells or subcellular parts by chemically synthesizing,
assembling, and conjugating nanomaterials.7,8

Gene delivery via viral infections is a medically important
example where cellular responses to external cues (here viruses
as invading foreign entities) have to be controlled with sophis-
tication. In particular, retroviruses have been most frequently
utilized as gene delivery vectors in gene and cell therapy
because of their ability to integrate transgenes into the host
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genome.9–11 Retroviral vectors gain entry into cells via binding
of viral envelope proteins to cellular surface proteins (Fig. 1a).
The bound retroviral vector particles are often internalized via
endosomes (for example, when pseudotyped with vesicular sto-
matitis virus G (VSVG) protein) and then dissembled in the
cytoplasm of host cells. Subsequently, the viral RNA genome is
converted to double-stranded DNA by the viral reverse tran-
scriptase and finally integrated into host chromosomes in the
nucleus by viral integrase (Fig. 1a).

The patterned spatial distribution of the integrated DNAs in
the host genome, with preference for some functional
genomic domains, marks cellular response to retroviruses or
interactions with these nanoscale invaders. Highly advanced
retroviral vectors for therapeutic purposes and retrovirus-based
molecular tools capable of modifying the human genome for
genetic studies can be developed if retroviral integration pat-
terns can be effectively altered or tuned.

We speculated that the mechanism by which cells respond
to one type of environmental cue may affect the response to
other types of concurrent cues. Based on this hypothesis, we
attempted to alter retroviral integration patterns as a result of
the response of human cells to retroviral invasion by prompt-
ing cells to react to characteristic nanoscale topography of sub-
strates as an environmental cue.

Our observations showed that retroviral integrations can be
sharply shifted toward regulatory genomic domains by
growing cells in a special environment that included the
curved surface of silica bead layers. This highlights the poten-

tial of the nanotopography of engineered substrates for manip-
ulating the interactions between cells and viruses.

Experimental
Synthesis of silica beads

Silica nanobeads were prepared using two methods according
to their size. Beads with diameter of 300 or 600 nm were syn-
thesized using the Stöber method. Tetraethyl orthosilicate
(TEOS; Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) was added to a solu-
tion consisting of ethanol (Samchun Pure Chemical, Seoul,
Korea), 28% ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH; Samchun Pure
Chemical), and distilled deionized water, and the solution was
mixed by stirring for 3 h at room temperature. The 300 nm
silica beads were prepared by adding 2 mL of TEOS to a solu-
tion consisting of 70 mL of ethanol, 2.7 mL of 28% NH4OH,
and 4.2 mL of distilled deionized water. For the preparation of
600 nm silica beads, 20 mL of TEOS, 350 mL of ethanol,
93.75 mL of 28% NH4OH, and 2.6 mL of distilled deionized
water were used. Silica nanobeads were formed by catalytic
hydrolysis of TEOS with NH4OH in the solution, where their
diameter was controlled by varying the concentration and
injection rates of the reactants. Larger silica beads with dia-
meter of 1200 nm were synthesized using KCl (Samchun Pure
Chemical) as an additive. For the synthesis of 1200 nm silica
beads, 6.2 mg of KCl and 1.7 mL of 28% NH4OH were dis-
solved in a mixture of distilled deionized water (2.9 mL) and

Fig. 1 Infection of cells on engineered nanobead layers. (a) A brief summary of retroviral infection steps. (b) Fabrication steps for close-packed silica
nanobead monolayers. (c) Schematic illustrations for culture of human cells on flat glass and nanoscale bead layers and retroviral infections of the
cells. In addition, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of nanobead monolayers are shown (scale bars are 1 μm). Epifluorescence images of
infected HEK 293T cells are also shown (scale bars are 100 μm). Some cells showed green fluorescence because of the expression of eGFP from the
corresponding gene delivered by retroviral vector.
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ethanol (20 mL) at 36 °C, followed by injection of a solution
consisting of TEOS (1.5 mL) and ethanol (9 mL) at a rate of
0.1 mL min−1. The mixture was stirred at 500 rpm for 5 h, and
the formed silica beads were washed three times with ethanol
and distilled deionized water in repeated centrifugation-ultra-
sonic dispersion cycles. The washed silica beads were resus-
pended in a small volume of ethanol and sonicated for 30 min
to obtain a monodispersed solution. The silica beads in
ethanol were transferred to a Petri dish and dried at room
temperature, yielding spherical silica beads with various dia-
meters, which were characterized using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM).

Assembly of silica beads into a monolayer

The whole assembly process for silica bead monolayers is
shown in Fig. 1b. Glass slides (Marienfeld-Superior, Lauda-
Königshofen, Germany) were cut into 1 × 1 cm squares and
then immersed in a Piranha solution composed of sulfuric
acid (Samchun Pure Chemical) and hydrogen peroxide
(Samchun Pure Chemical) at 3 : 1 volume/volume percentage
ratio for over 30 min to remove surface oxides, followed by
several rinses with distilled deionized water. The prepared
glass substrates were plasma-treated for 10 min to create a
hydrophilic surface, and then spin-coated with 30% (volume/
volume) polyethyleneimine (PEI, Mw = ∼800; Sigma-Aldrich) in
distilled deionized water at 5000 rpm for 60 s. A small amount
of dried silica bead powder was placed on flat polydimethyl-
siloxane stamps (PDMS; Dowhitech Silicone Co., Seoul, Korea)
and then rubbed with the PDMS slab repeatedly until the
silica beads were assembled as a monolayer. Silica bead mono-
layers were transferred to the PEI-coated glass substrate and
the PEI coating was then removed by calcining in a furnace at
500 °C for 3 h. Silica bead monolayers on glass substrates were
washed with distilled deionized water and dried under N2 gas.

Cell culture and virus packaging

Human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T cells (ATCC, Manassas,
VA, USA) were cultured in Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s
medium (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) with 10%
(volume/volume) fetal bovine serum (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA,
USA) and 1% (weight/volume) penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco)
at 37 °C and 5% CO2. To produce pseudotyped murine leuke-
mia virus (MLV)-based retroviral particles, plasmids encoding
the viral genome (pCLPIT GFP, 10 μg), Gag-Pol polyproteins
(pCMV gag-pol, 6 μg), and envelope proteins (pcDNA IVS
VSVG, 4 μg) were introduced into 10 cm dishes of HEK 293T
cells via a conventional method, calcium phosphate-based
transfection. This method involves co-precipitation of calcium
phosphate and DNA molecules, and both chemicals ultimately
facilitate binding of DNA to the cell surfaces. The culture
medium was changed at 12 h post-transfection. The cell super-
natant containing viral particles was harvested twice at 36 h
and 60 h post-transfection. The harvested supernatant was fil-
tered through a 0.45 μm syringe filter, underlaid with a 20%
(weight/volume) sucrose cushion, and concentrated by ultra-
centrifugation (Optima™ Ultracentrifuge LE-80 K, Beckman

Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) at 4 °C. The packaged retrovirus par-
ticles were resuspended with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS;
Gibco).

Retroviral infection of cells

Before infection, HEK 293T cells were grown on bare glass
(square shape, 0.25 inch × 0.25 inch) or two-dimensional (2D)
arrays of silica beads of 300 nm, 600 nm, and 1200 nm dia-
meters that were top-layered on bare glass. At 7 h post-growth,
retrovirus particles in PBS were added to HEK 293T cells for
infection.

Quantification of infected cells

The gene encoding enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP)
was introduced into the viral genome to facilitate quantifi-
cation of viral infection of cells.12 At 4 days post-infection of
HEK 293T cells, the fraction of eGFP-positive cells was quanti-
fied using the FACSCanto II flow cytometry system (BD
Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA).

Identifying cell and retrovirus genome junctions

After infection, the HEK 293T cells were further cultured for 8
days and host genomic DNA was isolated from the cells using
the DNA mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) to analyze the
distribution of retroviral DNA integration sites in the host cell
genome. The junctions of the 3′ end of integrated retroviral
genome and the adjacent host genomic DNA were specifically
amplified using molecular biology techniques. First, the iso-
lated host cell genomic DNA was fragmented by a restriction
reaction with BamH I (New England Biolabs (NEB), Ipswich,
MA, USA). Host cell and retrovirus genome junctions were
selectively and linearly amplified by polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) with a single 5′ biotinylated DNA primer binding to a
site within the 3′ long terminal repeat (LTR) of the integrated
retroviral genomic DNA and Taq DNA polymerase (NEB). The
thermal cycle conditions for this PCR were as follows: initial
denaturation at 95 °C for 5 min, 40 cycles of denaturation at
95 °C for 1 min, annealing at 55 °C for 45 s, and extension at
72 °C for 90 s. Additional extension at 72 °C for 10 min and
cooling at 4 °C for 5 min were performed (C1000™ thermal
cyclers, Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Next, the single-stranded
and biotinylated PCR products that contained the 3′ end of
integrated retroviral DNA and possibly the neighboring host
genome junction DNA were selectively separated from the
whole PCR reaction mixture using the Dynabeads® M-280
streptavidin system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA). These separated single-stranded DNA molecules were
used as templates to synthesize their complementary DNA
molecules (cDNA) via a reaction with random hexamers and
Klenow enzymes (NEB). The synthesized double-stranded DNA
molecules were cleaved with a single restriction enzyme, Mse I
(NEB), as reported previously,13–18 and then ligated to linker
DNA molecules using T4 DNA ligase (NEB). These linker DNA
molecules were prepared by annealing two oligonucleotides
(linker+: 5′-GTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCTCCGCTTAAGG-
GAC-3′ and linker−: 5′-TAGTCCCTTAAGCGGAG-NH2-3′). The
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linker-ligated DNA molecules were amplified via PCR with two
primers binding to the 3′ LTR of the integrated retroviral DNA
and the linker DNA sequence (forward: 5′-biotin-GACTTG-
TGGTCTCGCTGTTCCTTGG-3′ and reverse: 5′-GTAATACGACTC-
ACTATAGGGCTCCGCTTAAG-3′). For this, PCR Phusion high-
fidelity polymerase (NEB) was used, and the following thermal
cycling conditions were applied: initial denaturation at 98 °C
for 2 min, 25 cycles of denaturation at 98 °C for 2 min, anneal-
ing at 55 °C for 90 s, extension at 72 °C for 1 min, final
additional extension at 72 °C for 5 min, and cooling at 10 °C
for 3 min.

Next-generation sequencing of junction DNAs and mapping to
the human genome

Two consecutive rounds of PCR were performed to add
adaptor and index sequences to the ends of the amplified cell-
virus genome junction DNA for downstream next-generation
sequencing (NGS) analysis. These reactions were performed
with Phusion high-fidelity polymerase (NEB) and primers (for
adaptor addition, forward: 5′-TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGT-
GTATAAGAGACAGGGAGGGTCTCCTCTGAGTGATTGACTACC-3′
and reverse: 5′-GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAG-
ACAGACTCACTATAGGGCTCCGCTTAAGGGAC-3′; for index
addition, forward: 5′-AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACAC-
CTCTCTATTCGTCGGCAGCGTC-3′ and reverse: 5′-CAAGCAG-
AAGACGGCATACGAGATNNNNNNNNGTCTCGTGGGCTCGG-3′).
The actual indexing part in the reverse primer is denoted by
“NNNNNNNN”. Different thermal cycle conditions were applied
for these two rounds of PCR. For adaptor addition, an initial
denaturation step at 98 °C for 2 min was followed by 25 cycles of
denaturation at 98 °C for 2 min, annealing and extension as a
single step at 72 °C for 90 s, final additional extension at 72 °C
for 5 min, and cooling at 10 °C for 3 min. For index addition, an
initial denaturation step at 98 °C for 2 min was followed by 8
cycles of denaturation at 98 °C for 12 s, annealing and extension
as a single step at 72 °C for 90 s, final additional extension at
72 °C for 5 min, and cooling at 10 °C for 3 min.

Sequencing using the Illumina MiSeq and raw read proces-
sing were performed by Macrogen Inc. (Seoul, Korea), a
sequencing service provider. Raw reads with quality scores
below 20 were filtered out with PRINSEQ-lite (version 0.20.4),
and only cell-virus genome junction sequences that contained
the end part of the retroviral 3′ LTR (5′-GGAGGGT-
CTCCTCTGAGTGATTGACTACCCGTCAGCGGGGGTCTTTCA-3′,
48 bp) were selected using the EMBOSS Needle (version
6.6.0.0) and in-house scripts with 2 bp mismatch allowance for
downstream bioinformatics analysis. After removing all redun-
dant sequences, the cell portions of the finally obtained cell-
virus junction sequences were mapped to the human genome
(GRCh37/HG19) using the QuickMap tool.19

Genetic network analysis

Genetic network analysis was performed for genes using the
GeneMANIA.20,21 This tool generates several networks where
genes, each as a node, are connected to other genes if they are
functionally related, co-expressed, colocalized, involved in

common biological pathways, or connected via physical and
genetic interactions. We listed the genes of interest in the ESI†
and input the list into GeneMANIA. The tool provided infor-
mation on the common features of the genes if there is any
with a Q-value lower than 0.1, which was computed by the
hypergeometric test with the Benjamini–Hochberg correction.
Additional information is presented in the Results and
discussion.

Statistical analysis

Host genomic sites harboring the integrated retroviral
genomes were classified based on their genetic features using
the QuickMap tool; genes, transcriptional start sites (TSSs),
CpG islands, regulatory domains, and repetitive elements
(Table 1). The frequencies of retroviral integrations into the
featured genomic domains varied depending on the curvature
of the culturing substrate. In particular, statistical significance
of the difference in integration frequencies for each type of fea-
tured domains between the bare glass and bead substrate
cases was quantified by the chi-square test. For the quantifi-
cation given a type of featured domains, the numbers of retro-
viral integrations into the sites within the domains and
outside of the domains were considered.

Results and discussion
Infection of human cells grown on engineered nanobead
monolayers

Silica nanobeads with diameters of 300, 600, and 1200 nm
were first synthesized by catalytic hydrolysis of tetraethyl ortho-
silicate (TEOS). The silica beads were then placed on flat
polydimethylsiloxane stamps (PDMS) and rubbed with PDMS
slab repeatedly until the beads were assembled as a monolayer
(Fig. 1b). Silica bead monolayers were then transferred to the
PEI-coated glass substrate and the PEI coating was removed.
Next, we cultured HEK 293T cells on the three different mono-
layers of silica nanobeads (300 nm, 600 nm, and 1200 nm in
diameter) and flat bare glass as a control condition (Fig. 1c).
The nanobeads and flat bare glass had the same chemical
composition and were different only in physical morphology
(curved versus flat). At 7 h post-growth on these nanostructured
substrates, cells were infected with MLV, which is a representa-
tive retrovirus and has been often used for human gene
therapy trials.22 The virus was engineered to harbor an eGFP-
coding gene that made infected cells green12 (Fig. 1c).

After 8 days, which provided sufficient time for viral entry
and the following infection steps (Fig. 1a), the genomic DNA
of the infected cells was isolated and the regions of the host
genome that newly harbored the viral DNA were determined by
NGS and downstream bioinformatics analysis19 (Fig. 2a).
While common biological experiments use millions of cells,
thousands of cells were used in our experiments because it
was difficult to prepare large-sized substrates with well-
arranged nanobeads that can support the growth of millions
of cells. In addition, only a fraction of retroviral integration
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sites in infected cells can be captured even with current
advances in NGS methods because identification of few inte-
gration sites in the large human genome of 3.2 × 109 bp is
challenging and the efficiency of host-virus genome junction
amplification is also limited. Owing to this technical limit-

ation, the numbers of integration sites detected in samples
differed (Table 1). However, the whole analysis finally showed
that retroviral DNA integration patterns can be significantly
shifted due to interactions of human cells with nanostructured
inorganic materials (Fig. 2b).

Table 1 Frequencies of MLV integrations into the featured host genomic regions. The frequencies of viral integrations into each type of genomic
region are shown in percentages. The frequencies for cells grown on the nanobeads that are statistically significantly different from those for cells
grown on bare glass are highlighted in red (when P-value < 0.05). Statistical significance of the difference between the cases was quantified with
P-values that were calculated by the chi-square test. The numbers of cell-virus genome junctions that were captured by molecular biology tech-
niques and sequenced by NGS are shown (n). To determine whether the number of the junctions was sufficient to statistically confirm the inte-
gration pattern difference, the achieved power values given the significance level (alpha = 0.05), the effect size and the sample size were also calcu-
lated using G*Power 3.1 and shown with the P-values. Mapping of the host DNA sequences within cell-virus genome junctions to the human
genome was performed with the QuickMap tool19

Fig. 2 Analysis of retroviral integrations. (a) Mapping of retroviral integrations to human genome. (b) Conceptual illustration of differences in retro-
viral integration patterns depending on the topography of cell culture substrates.
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Retroviral genome integration patterns for cells on flat glass

MLV integrated into the host genomic regions within or near
TSSs and CpG islands at the same frequency (40.0%) in
human cells grown on bare glass (Table 1). CpG islands are the
regions enriched in the CG sequence. In addition, MLV inte-
grated into the regulatory domains at the frequency of 34.3%
in cells grown on bare glass (Table 1). Among the regulatory
domains, the cis-regulatory elements that control transcription
of genes were more frequently selected by the virus than the
miRNA target sites (22.9% and 11.4%, respectively, Table 1).
The transcriptional products relevant to each miRNA target
base-pair with the miRNAs and are finally degraded, which
blocks translation of the transcripts. The retroviral integration
frequencies for the above-mentioned genomic regions are con-
siderably higher than the corresponding frequencies of com-
putationally generated random integrations (3.8-fold higher
for TSSs (P-value = 1.0 × 10−8), 5.6-fold higher for CpG islands
(P-value = 5.4 × 10−14), and 2.5-fold higher for the regulatory
domains (P-value = 4.3 × 10−4), Table 1). This high preference
for TSSs, CpG islands, and the regulatory domains is consist-
ent with the MLV integration patterns observed in other
studies.18,23–25

Retroviral genome integration patterns for cells on nanobead
layers

Compared to the frequencies for cells grown on bare glass, the
frequencies of retroviral integrations into the TSS regions and
CpG islands were increased by up to 56% and 59%, respect-
ively (maximum frequencies were 62.3% for TSSs and 63.6%
for CpG islands, Table 1) in cells grown on nanobeads.
Remarkably, for cells grown on nanobeads, MLV integrated
into the genomic regions that contained or were located near
the regulatory domains at frequencies of up to 92.6%, which
was 2.7-fold higher than that of cells grown on bare glass
(34.3%, Table 1). The viral integration preference for the regu-
latory domains was equivalent in cells grown on the 300 nm
and 600 nm bead layers (Table 1). This large difference in the
integration frequencies for the regulatory regions between the
bare glass and the nanobead cases cannot be easily observable
by random chance (P-value = 3.3 × 10–22 for the 300 nm bead
case and P-value = 1.7 × 10–10 for the 600 nm bead case). In
addition, equivalent increases in the integration preference for
the cis-regulatory elements (2.6- to 2.7-fold) and miRNA target
sites (2.5- to 2.9-fold) were observed in cells grown on the
300 nm and 600 nm-beads. The increase in integration prefer-
ence for the regulatory domains was less significant when cells
were grown on the 1200 nm bead layer (65.6%, Table 1) com-
pared to that of cells grown on bare glass.

Integration frequencies for the regulatory domains as a
function of the curvature of culturing substrates

Viral integration preference for the regulatory domains was
plotted against the curvature of the cell culture substrates
(Fig. 3a). The integration frequency for the regulatory domains
increased with the curvature. However, the integration fre-

quency for these genomic domains did not increase signifi-
cantly beyond the curvature of 3.33 μm−1 (Fig. 3a). These sig-
nificant changes in the retroviral integration frequencies for
the featured genomic domains of cells grown on substrates
with varying nanoscale curvature indicate, for the first time,
that cellular responses to topographical cues from the environ-
ment can alter the responses to concurrent viral invasion.

Spatial distribution of retroviral integrations around featured
genomic loci

We additionally evaluated the spatial distribution of the viral
genome integrations in detail by quantifying the distance
between integration spots and each featured host genomic
region (Fig. 4a–d and S1 (ESI†)). First, while 25.7% of the MLV
integrations were concentrated within 2 kb from TSSs when
cells were grown on bare glass, the local integration frequen-
cies for this TSS-proximal region were even higher for cells on
the 300 nm, 600 nm, and 1200 nm bead layers (51.5%, 51.9%,
and 43.6%, respectively, Fig. 4a). This spatially concentrated
pattern of integrations into the TSS proximal region for the
bead cases was more apparent when viral integration spots
were marked on a wider window of the host genome (a window
of 200 kb around TSSs, Fig. 4c). Second, MLV DNA integrations
into the genomic regions of CpG islands and cis-regulatory
elements were also concentrated around the centers of these
featured genomic regions for cells grown on the nanobeads
(Fig. S1a and S1b (ESI†) and Fig. 4b and d). For example, while
20.0% of the viral integrations were within the 2 kb window of
cis-regulatory elements for cells grown on bare glass, 53.0%,
37.0%, and 40.9% of the integrations were within the same
window for cells grown on the 300 nm, 600 nm, and 1200 nm
bead layers, respectively (Fig. 4b and d). The regulatory

Fig. 3 Effects of the nanotopography of culturing substrates on retro-
viral infections. (a) Retroviral integration frequencies for the regulatory
domains as a function of the curvature of culturing substrates. The
300 nm, 600 nm, and 1200 nm beads and bare glass have the curvatures
of 6.67 μm−1, 3.33 μm−1, 1.67 μm−1, and 0.00 μm−1, respectively (calcu-
lated using the following formula: curvature = [nanobead radius]−1). (b)
Efficiency of MLV invasion into HEK 293T cells. Cells grown on the bare
glass and nanobeads were infected with MLV that harbored the gene
encoding eGFP. Infected cells were then quantified by counting eGFP-
positive cells using flow cytometry 4 days post-addition of viruses into
cells. Three independent infections and the subsequent quantifications
were performed, and the standard deviations among the three indepen-
dent measurements are shown as error bars.
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domains of human genome were sub-classified into cis-
regulatory elements, miRNA target sites, and tissue-specific
enhancers (Table 1).19 In contrast to the observation for cis-
regulatory elements, highly concentrated viral integrations
were not detected for the genomic regions around the miRNA
target sites in cells grown on the bead layers, and only mild
concentrations were observed (Fig. S1c and S1d†). The large
increase in the MLV integration frequencies for TSSs, CpG
islands, cis-regulatory elements, and miRNA target sites in the
human genome (Table 1) should be caused by the way how
HEK 293T cells sense and respond to the topography of nano-
structured culturing substrates. Interestingly, MLV-infected
cells grown on the curved nanostructures and cells on flat bare
glass surface with similar efficiencies (Fig. 3b). Therefore, the
question arises as to how the viral integration patterns are
significantly shifted toward the regulatory genomic domains
without any significant change in the success rate of the viral
invasion of cells.

Retroviral integration sites as potential indicators showing the
local states of the host genome

Previous studies have demonstrated that animal cells grown
on nanostructures generated more and longer filopodia or
microvilli and showed enhanced proliferation.26–29 These
changes in cell morphology and growth were thought to be
linked to variations in the topography of the culturing sub-
strate. Recently, it was reported that the information on the
topography of extracellular substrates can be transferred to the
cell nuclei, and these cells ultimately alter their gene
expression profiles, a phenomenon called mechanotransduc-
tion, via various changes, including physical reorientation of

their genomic DNA.30–34 For example, certain closed regions of
genomic DNA can be opened by such external cues,30,32,33

allowing easier access for the transcription machinery. The
whole or parts of some chromosomes can also relocalize
within the internal territories of the nucleus.32,35,36 In
addition, it is known that open genomic regions and euchro-
matin areas can be frequently hit by retroviral integrations.37,38

Therefore, we supposed that the list of the host genetic com-
ponents or genes neighboring the integrated MLV genome
may provide clues regarding which genomic regions are phys-
ically rearranged to be newly accessible while cells are respond-
ing to outer topographical signals. We mainly focused on the
genomic domains near cis-regulatory elements because the fre-
quency of MLV integrations was greatly increased for these
domains in cells cultured on nanobeads (Table 1).

Functional mapping strategy for the genes of which spatially
close cis-regulatory elements neighbored retroviral integration
sites

We first listed all the genes of which spatially close cis-regulat-
ory elements were located within 5 kb from MLV integration
sites for all the cases of culturing substrates (Tables S1a–S1d).
It has been suggested that the putative target genes of cis-regu-
latory elements are spatially closest to the elements.39 If the
listed genes for the bead cases commonly perform distinct cel-
lular processes or functions unlike those for the bare glass
case, it may indicate that the processes or functions can be
activated via changes in the state of the genome regions har-
boring the corresponding genes when cells respond to the
bead topography. During this functional analysis, the entire
group of listed genes for each substrate case was named “Cis

Fig. 4 Spatial distribution of MLV integrations around featured genomic loci. Spatial distribution of MLV integrations around TSSs (within a 5 kb
window (a) and within a 200 kb window (c)). Spatial distribution of MLV integrations around cis-regulatory elements (within a 5 kb window (b) and
within a 200 kb window (d)).
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group”, whereas a fraction of these genes, the TSSs of which
were within 5 kb from the viral integration sites, was named
“Cis-TSS group”. The other fraction of these genes of which
spatially close cis-regulatory elements were within 5 kb from
the viral integration sites but did not harbor TSSs within this
genomic window was named “Cis-only group” (“Cis group” =
“Cis-only group” + “Cis-TSS group”). We then attempted to dis-
cover the interactions among the genes or gene products and
identify the specific biological functions of interactively con-
nected subsets of the genes or gene products, if any, using a
gene network construction tool, GeneMANIA.20,21 This systems
biology tool identifies the connections among genes that users
list, based on whether the genes are co-expressed, whether the
gene products are co-localized, whether the genes or gene pro-
ducts genetically or physically interact with each other, and
whether the gene products are involved in the same biological
pathways.20,21 The chance of emergence of biological functions
from these gene networks depends on whether the network is
composed of genes relevant to this function and therefore may
not positively correlate with the size of the network.

Genes associated with the low-curvature substrate cases

For the bare glass case (curvature = 0.00 μm−1), MLV integrated
into cis-regulatory domains that were close to eight genes:
CDK13, AMD1, LCORL, SNX17, RMDN2, ADPRHL1, GNL3, and
RPRM (the “Cis group” for the bare glass case, Table S1a†).
Among them, six genes, CDK13, AMD1, LCORL, RMDN2, GNL3,
and RPRM, were connected as a genetic network based on
their co-expression patterns (Fig. 5a). However, no common
biological function was identified from this six-gene network.

Similarly, the “Cis-only group” for the bare glass case
(Table S1a†) was not linked to any common biological function
(not shown). In addition, the genetic networks for the “Cis
group” and the “Cis-only group” of the 1200 nm (curvature =
1.67 μm−1) and 600 nm (curvature = 3.33 μm−1) bead cases
(Tables S1b and S1c†) were not associated with any common
biological function (Fig. 5b, c, S2a and S2b†).

Biological functions performed by genes associated with the
highest-curvature substrate case

In stark contrast, the “Cis group” of the 300 nm bead case (the
highest curvature case, Table S1d†) produced a genetic
network, the subparts of which are associated with several
common biological functions (Fig. 6a). GeneMANIA displays
biological functions relevant to a genetic network when the
genes in subparts of the parental network pass the Q-value
cut-off of 0.1 for a certain functional category (please refer to
the GeneMANIA server page; http://pages.genemania.org/help).
The common biological functions detected for the “Cis group”
of the 300 nm bead case include “chromatin”, “embryonic
appendage morphogenesis”, “embryonic limb morphogen-
esis”, and others (Fig. 6a). Analysis of the “Cis-only group” of
the 300 nm bead case revealed the top three biological func-
tions (Fig. 6a) again (Fig. 6b), but with improved false discov-
ery rates (FDR; ∼0.05).

The five genes in the “Cis-only group” of the 300 nm bead
case, HDAC2, MCM2, RUVBL1, PSIP1 and EXOSC4, are involved
in “chromatin” function (Fig. 6b). UniProt, a protein knowl-
edge database, noted that the products of RUVBL1 and HDAC2
can modify local chromatin structures by changing the chemi-

Fig. 5 Genetic networks and biological functions for the genes of which spatially close cis-regulatory elements are located within 5 kb from MLV
integration sites. Genes shown as nodes are connected when the corresponding genes are related based on co-expression, co-localization, physical
and genetic interactions between them, and involvement in common biological pathways.20,21 The nodes for specific genes that are involved in a
common biological function are labeled with the corresponding color shown in the right box that lists the relevant functions. If a certain gene is
involved in multiple biological functions, the gene node is filled with multiple colors corresponding to these functions. (a) For the “Cis group” of the
bare glass case. (b) For the “Cis group” of the 1200 nm bead case. (c) For the “Cis group” of the 600 nm bead case.
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cal state of histones via acetylation and deacetylation.40 Other
gene products function as transcriptional activator (PSIP1) and
a part of the replicative helicase (MCM2).40 The product of
EXOSC4 is involved in histone mRNA degradation, which can
possibly affect the chromatin structure as well. The concurrent
MLV integrations observed near the regulatory genomic
regions of multiple putative target genes that are involved in a
common function relevant to “chromatin” indicate that these
functional genomic domains might be rearranged to more
easily harbor retroviral DNAs in cells cultured on high-curva-
ture nanobeads (for the 300 nm bead case). A recent relevant
study showed that cellular responses to micro-patterned sub-

strates can lead to changes in the chromatin state via altera-
tion in the expression of chromatin-modifying components
and the following histone modifications.41

However, the molecular mechanism underlying the transfer
of topographical cues from the patterned substrate into the
cell nuclei, resulting in gene expression alteration required for
changes in the chromatin state, remains to be determined.41

For the “Cis-only group” of the 300 nm bead case, four
additional biological functions were identified with an FDR
less than 0.1: “limb morphogenesis”, “appendage morphogen-
esis”, “limb development”, and “appendage development”
(Fig. S2c†). However, the mechanism by which the genes

Fig. 6 Genetic networks and biological functions of genes, the spatially close cis-regulatory elements of which are located within 5 kb from MLV
integration sites. (a) For the “Cis group” of the 300 nm bead case. (b) For the “Cis-only group” of the 300 nm bead case.

Fig. 7 Conceptual illustration of cellular responses to concurrent cues from nanotopography and invading viruses. Physical stimulus from extra-
cellular environment is recognized by membrane surface proteins and generally transmitted along the cytoskeleton that spans the cytosol. The
stimulus transmission can then be connected to the nucleus via linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton (LINC) complex formed by proteins
located at nuclear membrane such as nesprins and SUN proteins. Finally, the stimulus can reach the chromatin via proteins tethering the chromatin
with the nuclear lamins and induce changes in the structure of nuclear chromatin.57,58 On the other hand, a virus is internalized into the cytosol via
endocytic pathways and the uncoated viral genome is converted into the double-stranded DNA by the viral reverse transcriptase. The resultant viral
DNA forms pre-integration complex with multiple proteins to enter the nucleus. As the viral DNA integration site is determined by various factors,
including proteins involved in formation of pre-integration complex and chromatin structure, the environmental cue may ultimately induce altera-
tions in the viral integration sites.
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related to body morphogenesis affected cellular morphology
and sub-cellular functions in our experimental set-up is still
unclear.

Interestingly, the products of three genes, PSIP1, HDAC2
and EXOSC4, are also involved in interactions between host
cells and viruses.40 Lens epithelium-derived growth factor
(LEDGF), the product of PSIP1, is a key host factor that deter-
mines HIV-1 (a lentivirus, widely grouped in retrovirus) inte-
gration patterns.42,43 HDAC2 is linked to deacetylation of core
histones, which often affects lentiviral transcription and
latency.44–46 The product of EXOSC4 provides cellular defense
response to viral infection, reducing the cytopathic effects and
viral titers.40,47

Conclusions

Artificial substrates have long been used for culturing animal
cells.48–50 Similar to natural environments, cells respond to
these unnatural environments, albeit in different ways. Recent
reports show that the mechanism by which cells respond to
sophisticatedly designed surfaces of biocompatible materials
can assist in controlling and engineering the function, physi-
ology, and fate of cells.41,51–56 In this study, we showed for the
first time that the mechanism by which human cells respond
to nanostructured substrates can significantly affect the way
these cells react to concurrently invading viruses (Fig. 7).

The cellular responses would be preceded by cellular
sensing of the substrates, which often involves binding of the
cell surface receptors, including various integrins, to the sub-
strates. In particular, integrin binding to nanomaterials sub-
sequently leads to the formation of focal adhesion where extra-
cellular components, plasma membrane-associated molecules,
and intracellular cytoskeletal proteins interact with each other.
At the sites of focal adhesion, mechanical and biochemical
information from the substrate environment starts to be trans-
ferred to the cell nucleus via signal transduction cascade and
cytoskeletal reorganization.

After arriving at the nucleus, the outer information is
further transmitted into the nucleus via LINC complex
across the nuclear membrane.59 Subsequently, hetero-
chromatin protein 1 (HP1) and barrier-to-autointegration
factor (BAF) can newly tether the nuclear lamina located in the
peripheral region of the nucleus to different regions of chro-
matin.60 This alteration in the arrangement of nuclear DNA
possibly explains the observed changes in retroviral integration
patterns (Fig. 7).

Existing viruses threaten human health; in addition, new or
mutated viruses are continually emerging, including Ebola
virus, Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus
(MERS-CoV), and Zika virus.61,62 In contrast, several groups of
viruses are being favorably utilized in gene and cell therapies
after genetic engineering.9,22 To successfully treat virally
infected patients, prevent viral infections, and advance virus-
based therapeutics, effective tuning of the cell–virus inter-
actions is required. This is the first study demonstrating that

engineered cell-culture substrate topography can alter host–
virus interactions. Novel physical approaches based on engin-
eered materials with various combinations of roughness, elas-
ticity, and topography will be added to the existing chemical
and biological approaches for controlling viral events. For
example, virus-based gene delivery vectors cannot effectively
transduce certain types of cells because of inefficient entry
into the cells. Nanoengineering of cell culture substrates may
enhance viral entry by triggering reorganization of cytoskeletal
structures. In addition, the nanotopography-induced retroviral
integration patterns that are highly concentrated in the regu-
latory genomic domains may facilitate genetic studies by allow-
ing efficient system-wide perturbation of gene regulatory
domains in the genome context and investigation of its effects
on cellular phenotype.
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